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Session Agenda
So we’re “efficient” with your time….
• Introduction and overview
• Time & Labour Auto Enrollment
• Auto Termination
• Exception-Based Time Reporting for 

Interim (temporary and casual) 
• Payroll Reports Auto-save & Nightly Job 

Sets
• Navigation Collections
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A little more about us

• Alyssa Guarraci- Business Analyst –
Human Resource Services, McMaster 
University

• Nishaan Parbhoo- Senior Business 
Systems Analyst – University Technology 
Services, McMaster University

• Dave Hall- Senior Manager, Analytics, 
Payroll and System Strategy– Human 
Resource Services, McMaster University 
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Alliance 
2019 
Presentation 

McMaster University is a large research-intensive 
University, with over 16,000 employees paid annually, 
and 11 bargaining units, 1 Faculty Association and 1 
Management Group representing these employees. 
Using PeopleSoft 9.2.23 Human Capital Management 
and PeopleTools 8.56, McMaster processes two 
biweekly payrolls, on alternating weeks for Faculty and 
Staff. This presentation will highlight the complexities of 
the Institution, and how streamlining system processes 
and administrative tasks can lead to fulfilling strategic 
objectives. 
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Auto Termination 
• The process checks all Job records for the End Job 
Automatically check box and then compares the date entered 
to the Expected Job End Date. 

• If the date is less than or equal to the “as of date” 
selected the process will add a termination row on Job 
Data effective the End Date plus one day as per normal 
termination process. 

• This update was packaged with the Automatic Time and 
Labour Enrollment process in order for Time Reporter Data to 
be inactivated automatically following a process run. 

• The T&L Auto Enrollment will also run and set the Time 
Reporter to Inactive as of 21 days from Termination to 
account for the last pay to be processed.

• You cannot save the Job Data record with the End Job 
Automatically checked but there is no Expected Job End Date.  

• You can still save a record with an End Date but no 
check on End Job Automatically.

• We have seen a significant decrease in our overpayments, 
and processing time for terminations 
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• Navigation
• Human Resources > Workforce Administration > Job Information > Temporary 

Assignments > Reactivate/Update Termination
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Auto Termination 
• Below is a sample of the steps :

1. Check "End Job Automatically" on Job Data Record with an existing 
Contract End Date

2. Save Job Data

1. Navigate to the Reactivate/Update Termination page

3. Enter Run Control ID

4. Company - MAC

5. As Of Date will pull any contract end dates <= this date with check on

6. Run Process
• Once the process runs to success, a Job Data row reflects the new Effective 
Date 1 day after Contract End Date. The action is Action “(TER) Termination” and 
the reason is “(CND) Contract End Date”. The action and reason are coded into the 
process and will need to be activated.  The label on the reason can be changed to 
anything that would better suit the process.
• McMaster has the “HR_REACTVTER" process run on a scheduled 
recurrence every Saturday. The process will insert a Termination/Contract End 
Date row on job data for any employees who have a contract end date that is less 
than or equal to that Saturday
• A script can be used to turn the End Job Automatically check on in order to 
process retroactive cleanup. 9
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Time & Labour Auto Enrollment 
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Auto enrollment is a framework that is used to automate the Time and Labor 
enrollments. 
- We leveraged this functionality to assign the workgroups to employees 
- Workgroups at McMaster generally map 1-1 to Union group. 
- This is the main criteria used to identify which workgroup is assigned to an 

employee
- Auto enrollment can be setup to run real-time as changes are made to Job 

Data
- Using a fluid pivot grid, we can manage any errors that arise if the process was 

unable to assign a workgroup
- The process also enables automatic inactivation of time reporters termination
- We have configured inactive status on time reporter data to be 21 days past 

the termination date to allow user to access the timesheets in the final pay or 
for off-cycles. load and error information. The frequency of time reporter data 
changes can be real-time or scheduled in a batch process based on the 
configurable option chosen.
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Time & Labour Auto Enrollment 
- However, with auto-enrollment process, when an employee 

terminates and time reporter status is inactive a manual step 
is till required to set the TA Status to ‘Not Up For Processing’ 
to ensure they are not continually picked up by 
TL_TIMEADMIN after their inactivation on time reporter data

- This limitation leads renders auto-term/auto-enrollment an 
incomplete automated end-to-end process

- We have a high volume of hires, re-hires and terminations at 
specific times of the year

- For  our fiscal 2019:
- Hires Processed: 7,750
- Rehires Processed: 6,653
- Terminations Processed: 13,038

- In order to facilitate a fully automated solution we built a 
custom process that runs nightly prior to TL_TIMEADMIN to 
flip the TA Status to Not Up For processing for any employee 
whose time reporter data is inactive as of the sysdate

- As a safeguard we also added a step in this custom process to 
ensure exception hourly employees who are active on time 
reporter data have a status of Up for Processing (if the 
current status is ‘Not up for Processing’)
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T&L Auto Enrollment Errors
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Exception-Based Time Reporting for 

Interim Employees with Set Schedules
Reminder of Time Reporter Definitions:

 Hourly – requires positive time entry and approval for all hours 
worked (either with or without a schedule)

 Exception Hourly – scheduled hours are automatically approved 
and paid; only exceptions to schedule need reporting and 
approval (requires a schedule)

Business Process Change Overview
 Interim employees can be set up as “exception hourly”

 Therefore no longer require time entry or approval for 
their pay to process. 

 Only exceptions to their scheduled hours (i.e. unpaid 
time) would need to be entered and approved by the 
department

 Recommend set-up for full duration of the contract
 Any change to their scheduled hours will need to be addressed 

to avoid under/overpayments
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Payroll 
Reports 
Auto Save 
& Nightly 
Job Sets 
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McMaster University runs a payroll for our Faculty & Staff 
groups weekly. In order to ensure accuracy, the Payroll 
Team, runs approximately 120 payroll reports, and 
approximately 30 payroll processes each week 

Previously, this team was pulling each report and running 
each process manually 

We decided to make our payroll processing more efficient 
by batching most of our payroll reports and processes into 
job sets. Depending on the day of the week, these job sets 
run nightly, and during the day

In addition to our payroll reports, we also moved all our 
third-party remittance queries (20 per week) to a job set, so 
they can be run automatically after pay confirm

By doing so, we allowed our payroll processing to become 
more efficient, as the processing time per payroll was 
significantly decreased 
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Reports Auto Save & Nightly Job Sets 
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Example of a Nightly Job Set 
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Navigation Collections – Efficient Access
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• Ease of access for users
• Consolidates most commonly 

used pages in one place (based 
on user input)

• Access is based on existing 
security roles

• Solves the user complaint of loss 
of navigation breadcrumbs with 
Tools 8.55
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Navigation Collections – Efficient Access
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• HR Reporting Hub = 
over 50 queries and 
reports all in one 
place

• Only see what you 
have access to, 
which reduces 
clutter

• Many users were 
happy to find they 
had access to more 
reports and queries 
than they realized
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Navigation Collections – Efficient Access
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• Continuous improvement:
• Expanding use of Nav Collections (e.g.: back-office; power users), 

including using for sequenced activities (e.g. pay-to-GL)
• Working to add related content (i.e.: help and support info), and 

simplified analytics
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